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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe Censor Chair, an art installation that
creates a shared experience addressing forms of censorship
including self-censorship, censorship of a group upon an
individual, visual and auditory censorship in digital media, and
censorship in society. We are taking a playful position in
considering relationships between censorship and sensors that
monitor physiology. Censor Chair makes use of a galvanic skin
response (GSR) sensor, live video feeds, and a barcode reader to
drive the presentation of a digital media library.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
Multimedia Information Systems – artificial, augmented, and
virtual realities.

General Term
Human Factors.

Keywords
Art installation, censorship, galvanic skin response, presence,
psychophysiological sensing, signal processing, social interaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Censorship is a common occurrence in the modern world.
Everyone experiences censorship: from what is shown on
television based on the guidelines of the Federal Communications
Commission regarding the display of sex, violence, and profanity
[8], to the way one carefully picks his or her words depending
upon company [25], to the admonitions broadcast at U.S. airports
forbidding the telling of jokes in security lines. Censorship of
artistic work and personal communication abounds and in many
ways it can be both good and bad.
Our goal is to bring censorship to mind, to make it visible and
explicit, and to provoke thought about it. We do not decide if
censorship is right, wrong, or somewhere in between. With the
days when Bugs Bunny held up that little black sign that read

Figure 1. The Censor Chair installation showing the entire
setup from behind (above) and only the Chair from the front
(below).
“CENSORED” in mind, we created Censor Chair.
Censor Chair is an event-oriented psychophysiological
interpretive environment. The purposes of Censor Chair are to
provoke thought about censorship, measure a person’s
physiological response to varying amounts of presence, to relate
the use of sensors and monitoring to processes of censorship, and
to contextualize these issues in the interplay between a crowd and
an individual.
In this paper, we explore the underlying concepts of Censor Chair
and its motivations, move to use scenarios, and then return to a
more in-depth look at interactions within the piece. We then go on
to explain relevant prior works and technical details of Censor
Chair. Finally, we discuss our formative evaluations, conclusions,
and plans for future work.

text acting like a window onto a playing video. The text reads, in
large block letters: “BE SEATED” (Figure 2, left).

Figure 2. Initial visualization.

Alan decides to obey the sign and sit in the chair, and, as he does
so, the image changes. The message “RELAX” replaces the
previous imperative (Figure 2, right). Soon Alan finds himself
comfortably watching images of trees and flowers, slowly
zooming and panning across the screen.

2. CONCEPT

After just a few moments, he takes interest in what is occurring on
the screen. As he looks, something unusual happens: a large black
bar suddenly rips across the image he was viewing, obscuring a
portion of it. Alan shakes his head, a bit surprised and confused.
Soon, more bars follow and, before long, almost nothing can be
seen.

Censor Chair combines psychophysiological sensing, video
tracking, barcodes, and digital media projection to create an
immersive experience exploring censorship and presence. By
psychophysiological sensing, we mean measuring physical signals
from the body to model psychological state [5].

As Alan stands up, the bars quickly fade away, leaving the images
as they were before. The images are then replaced with the black
background, and the words “BE SEATED” re-materialize
showing only a small portion of what could be seen before. Alan
decides to try again.

The installation consists of the sensing Chair, a projector, and a
barcode catalogued media library. An individual, referred to as
the You, sits in the Chair, while other participants, known as The
People, stand, move, and otherwise interact with the You in the
space. The People influence the system through the You as well as
through the media library. Video projected into the environment
is used as a means to visualize the psychophysiological response
of one participant to the other participants present in the space.
We recontextualize the interaction and reaction of the participants
to one another as two kinds of censorship: the internal censorship
of the You by her/himself and explicit censorship appearing over
playing video. Of the two, the Censor Chair quantifies the latter
while the former is part of the personal experience of the piece.

As before, the system issues the command to him, and the images
play across the screen. Alan watches in horror as the bars begin
crashing across the screen. He decides to do something different
this time. Instead of watching, he closes his eyes and slows his
breathing. When he opens them, the bars are gone, only the
peaceful images remain.

Left: The “BE SEATED” message, along with an indication
that the video, “censor.mov” is being opened.
Right: The “RELAX” message.

Censor Chair uses three sources of input to control the
presentation of videos in a small media library. These videos are
displayed on the wall in front of the Chair using the projector.
The Chair acquires galvanic skin response (GSR) data about the
You’s arousal / anxiety level [5] through simple sensors embedded
in its arms. A modified video feed of The People comes from the
camera mounted on the Chair’s back. Finally, barcodes scanned
from a media library catalogue sheet determine what video is
playing on the projector.
Signals taken from the GSR are used to model the general
emotional state of the You. The GSR signal is used to control the
level of censorship of the video that is playing. This censorship
takes the visual form of black bars and the silhouette of The
People, which obscures the video. The size of the silhouette is
also determined by the GSR signal. Additionally, the volume of
the video soundtrack is attenuated in proportion to the censorship
level. More technical details can be found in Section 4.

2.1 Use Scenarios
In Censor Chair there are three main scenarios that exemplify use
of the system. Each of these is discussed below in an ongoing
narrative format describing the interactions between individuals
with the installation.

2.1.1 The case of a lone individual (You)
Alan is wandering through the interactive art exhibition, where he
finds an oddly equipped, but empty chair facing an image
projected on an otherwise blank wall. The image is black, with the

Alan stands up and heads off to another exhibit, leaving the
Censor Chair displaying its message on the screen.

2.1.2 The case of You and The People (ignoring the
media library)
Later, after Alan leaves, a group forms around the back of Censor
Chair, all too timid to follow the message on the screen
instructing them to be seated.
Eventually, Sarah, an outgoing member of the crowd, steps
forward to experiment with the system. She follows the directions
and seats herself comfortably. As she does so, the fervor in the
crowd dies down as the people watch Sarah’s demonstration. The
experience begins identically to that of Alan, but soon changes
dramatically.
Sarah and The People are soon treated to calming video footage
of open spaces and sky. Superimposed over the video footage is a
small black silhouette of the crowd and a meter materializes at the
top, labeled, “You vs. The People”. Immediately the conflict
between Sarah and those surrounding her is realized. The reading
of the meter indicates an intermediate state between the two
extremes.
Sarah finds herself suddenly at odds with the people behind her.
As they move, the imagery becomes blocked out. The more they
move, the more nervous Sarah becomes and the larger they loom.
Sarah does not realize how to control or even influence the
system, and things begin to change even more drastically. The
meter begins to shift from her favor, taking the side of The
People. The silhouettes grow ever larger, threatening to
completely blot out Sarah’s pictures. Something new: black bars
begin to crash across the screen. Before long, the meter indicates
that The People are in control; almost nothing on the screen is
left: inky shadow covers all but a few spots.

Figure 3. Examples of visualization during the experience for the video “censor.mov”. The “You vs. The People” meter at the top
indicates GSR output from the You. Green indicates the You’s side, while yellow indicates The People. The images show a calm
reading from the GSR (left), a moderate reading (middle), and a very excited reading (right). Note the number of black bars and
the size of the silhouettes in each.
Someone behind her suggests that Sarah should relax, citing the
original command of the system. She closes her eyes and does her
best, clearing her mind and breathing deeply. She is startled back
open by sudden noise from the crowd. As she opens her eyes, the
meter has shifted to indicate her calm state. Her influence gains
power, revealing the images. This sudden realization takes her
back out of a relaxed state, however, and things begin to tip, once
again, toward the dominance of The People.

2.1.3 The case of You and The People (with the
media library)
After the interaction continues for some time Sarah has become
more proficient at keeping The People from censoring her
display. Something new occurs, a member of The People, Sam,
discovers the barcode reader and a list of barcodes. Tentatively
Sam swipes the code for “peacemarch.mpeg” and footage from an
old American newsreel begins to play on the screen.
Sarah finds herself distracted by the new video. Before, it was
easy to avoid the censor bars, but now she is made nervous both
by the distraction of the video and sound, and her fear that The
People are gaining more control over the system. Given time, she
is able to adjust, but what emerges is that there is a multiplicity of
means that can affect the Censor Chair experience.

2.2 Structural Layers of Interaction
Within Censor Chair there are several layers of interaction that
take place. We roughly classify these structural layers as
biofeedback, influence, and control, as displayed in Figure 4. It
should be clear that technically and theoretically, the potential for
activating any subset of the three interaction layers is always
present; however, in actual experiences of the installation, only
particular structures will be relevant. The above scenarios begin
to demonstrate this.

2.2.1 Biofeedback
The biofeedback structure represents a direct influence loop
between the You and the Chair. This individualized component
utilizes a measure of the You’s arousal / anxiety (the GSR signal)
to control the visual censorship of the video; this loop feeds back
as the You, in turn, is affected by the visual presentation of the
video and the censorship graphics. His or her new anxiety level is
measured and utilized continuously in the control structure. When
taken in isolation, this biofeedback structure correlates directly
with “The case of the lone individual” (Section 2.1.1).

The flow within the biofeedback structure is considered entirely
influence, as the You can only interface with the system through
her/his level of anxiety. In this solitary case, the You may censor
her/himself, depending on her/his ability to stay calm. This is the
simplest scenario, and the one in which the You can most easily
influence the system, as there is no one observing or interacting
with her/him.

2.2.2 Influence
The influence structural layer encompasses the biofeedback loop
and expands upon it. It adds in the effects of The People on the
You and the Censor Chair system, as well the ways in which
Censor Chair affects The People. The influence loop is
demonstrated in “The case of You and The People (ignoring the
media library)” (Section 2.1.2).
Within the influence structure, flow through the system splits and
merges. The You is affected by the presence of the The People
through a range of social interactions. The system is indirectly
influenced by the presence of others in the space, as they disrupt
the You [4]. Further, video is used to represent the presence of
people behind the Chair. A silhouette of The People is derived,
which is, in turn, mixed into the projected video feed, with a
magnitude determined by the anxiety level measured in the
biofeedback structural layer. Thus, The People generate more
censorship of the video with this black silhouette. The censored
movie not only affects the You, but also affects The People. The
process cycles and evolves.
When others are taken into account, the interactions and
implications of those interactions change. In considering the
influence structure, the video is censored for all participants and is
affected by all participants. In addition, the “You vs. The People”
meter graphically represents the state of the anxiety measure,
while also framing the situation as a conflict between participants
in the Censor Chair installation.

2.2.3 Video Selection
The video selection structure expands upon the influence
structure, taking into account the media library and the
participants’ interactions with it. Any participant may change
which video is playing at any time by using the barcode catalog of
videos. The control structure correlates with “The case of You and
The People (with the media library)” (Section 2.1.3).
The You may select the video before sitting down, but this need
not be the only case. The People may change the video while the
You is seated, which influences the interactions. At this level, the

straightforward to integrate into an installation. The only
requirement is a pair of unobtrusive metal contacts that are
bridged by a participant’s skin. This can be implemented as a
passive sensor, requiring almost no direct interaction by the
participant.
Other sensor types, including electroencephalogram and heart rate
variability measures proved too invasive, difficult-to-use, and
expensive for this version of Censor Chair [5][7][20]. While these
other methods could be useful for gathering a more detailed
model of a participant’s emotive state, they are also more
ambiguous readings [5][7][20]. We chose GSR for its simplicity,
clarity, and price.

3.3 Biofeedback
Figure 4. Flow through the Censor Chair system, divided into
three structural layers of interaction.
implications also change because The People now have more
control over the environment. Indeed, it is possible for The People
to take complete control of the video and actively prevent the You
from changing it.

3. BACKGROUND
There has been a great deal of research into psychophysiological
sensing and biofeedback [1][4][5]. Several creative projects have
integrated components of this research into immersive
experiences. Because psychophysiological sensing can provide a
wealth of information about a participant's conscious and
unconscious activities [1][4][5], we decided to integrate these
capabilities into our interactive installation. Previous research
using psychophysiological sensing has informed our choice in
what sensors to use as well as inspired the design of our project.
Since our project integrates several academic disciplines, we
include a summary of background and informing works here.

3.1 Group Interaction
[5] provides validity for the underlying concepts of Censor Chair.
An orienting response occurs when a person is paying attention to
a new factor in their environment [5]. Psychophysiological
indicators will increase during an orienting response [5].
[4] determined that presence alone does not produce significant
psychophysiological response. [4] also provides evidence that
when people feel threatened by observers this will trigger
psychophysiological response. A subject can feel threatened for
several reasons: the subject and observer are in a subordinatesupervisor relationship, or the subject feels the need for selfpreservation [4]. When the subject is involved in tasks while
feeling threatened, psychophysiological indicators heighten
further [4]. These socializing factors will impact our subjects
while they are being observed in Censor Chair.

3.2 Sensing Technology
GSR is a psychophysiological sensing technology that determines
the level of conductivity across a person’s skin. This conductance
is directly related to subject’s level of perspiration, which is
keyed to arousal / anxiety level [5]. GSR technology is used in lie
detectors, and can provide a significant amount of data
concerning attention and excitability of the user [4]. GSR is a
robust sensing system, it reads well under varying conditions. In
addition to being a good source for data capture, GSR is

Biofeedback is a means to control one’s autonomic processes by
being able to visualize those processes. In the simplest structure
of Censor Chair, the system acts as a biofeedback loop for the
participant (see Section 2.2.1).
There have been successful studies using biofeedback as a means
to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [12]. [12]
shows that biofeedback has a high success rate for behavior
modification in when used in the right circumstances. For the You
to "win" in Censor Chair they must learn to control their actions
and re-actions emotionally.

3.4 Previous Works
Some prior creative endeavors, as well as theoretical and applied
research have used psychophysiological sensing to provide an
experience similar to what we hope to achieve, demonstrated the
technologies we plan to incorporate, or help to provide
justification for our research.

3.4.1 Games
Balloontrip [19] is a game in which a GSR sensor is used to
adjust the user’s experience. As the user becomes agitated
(determined by the GSR) the game difficulty increases. This
generates a biofeedback loop, in which the user must remain calm
in order for the game to be easy. We follow the example of the
Balloontrip group in how we process the signal from the GSR:
using high-pass, low-pass, and notch filters on the signal before it
is fed into an analog / digital converter [19]. We take the raw
analog signal, then run the filters using Max/MSP.
Two commercial examples of the use of biofeedback and
psychophysiological sensing are currently in existence. The first
is The Journey to Wild Divine [23], which uses GSR and heart
rate variability to monitor the user’s “energy”. The game takes the
user through biofeedback scenarios which ultimately require the
user to control her / his “energy”. The Journey to Wild Divine is
used as a way of training the body and the mind to be more
connected, in addition to being an adventure game.
A newer example currently in development is Relax to Win [17],
which clearly states the goal and method of playing in its name.
Royal Philips Electronics has recently released a statement that
they have designed and built the Relax to Win sensor, which is a
simple ring-like device that fits between two fingers and
wirelessly transmits GSR data from the subject to a nearby
computing device (generally a cellular telephone). The
commercial success of Relax to Win remains to be seen.

3.4.2 Artistic Influence
Many interactive artists have recently incorporated GSR into their
works. Christian Nold is responsible Bio Mapping, an ongoing
project that combines the GSR readings of participants with
global positioning data to create an emotional topology of users in
a geographical region [14]. Gromala makes art that uses
psychophysiological sensing as an indicator to trigger the
interactivity of her works. Living Book of the Senses allows
viewers to influence the contents and layers of a book through
biofeedback [10]. Biomorphic Type is a set of fonts that respond
dynamically to a writer’s bodily signals [10]. Sommerer and
Mignonneau created Mobile Feeling, which uses wireless
technology and physiological sensors to transmit the heartbeats of
users [22].

3.5 Affective Computing
One of the goals of affective computing research is to give
computers the ability to help communicate emotion by sending
and receiving emotional cues [15]. Censor Chair is a form of
affective computing: the GSR detects a signal from our
participants, which is then translated from an electronic signal to
an indicator of the participant’s level of anxiety / arousal [5].
These cues are visually indicated as emotional readings on a bar
graph meter, as well through the alteration of the video playing in
the space (Figure 3).
The Influencing Machine is an affective computing art installation
that bears many similarities to Censor Chair [21]. The Influencing
Machine affects participants’ emotional state by sharing with
them its own emotional state through projected imagery. By
utilizing imagery the Imaging Machine has moved beyond being
an emotional intercedant, it has started a dialog about semantic
indicators, cultural communication and translation. Censor Chair
provides more clear feedback about what is taking place within it,
but this feedback is really a glimpse into what is taking place
within the participant. The Influencing Machine functions as a
"cultural probe" [9][21] and our work builds upon this.

3.6 Presence
Presence is an important aspect of the experience of an art
installation, especially so in Censor Chair. Virtual environment
(VE) guidelines were developed through NASA, the U.S. Air
Force, the U.S. Army, psychology, virtual environment
developers, and social ergonomics developers [18]. The definition
of presence varies with disciplines, there are common factors, and
a good overall description could be: existence, as being in a
particular location (external factors), and/or a mental state
(internal factors). Could a “level” of presence, be thought of as
level of focus or orientation, or excitement, as in
psychophysiology. The Censor Chair installation considers
presence primarily from the view of the You, who experiences not
only her/his own immersion in the system, but also the presence
of other humans around him or her. The study of VE has a model
of presence and explores concepts that are similar to those of
Censor Chair. In the realm of VE, presence is traditionally
thought of as the psychological perception of “being in” or
“existing in” the VE in which one is immersed [18]. Presence is
moderated both by the perception and mental state of the
participant as well as the physicality and presentation of the
environment [18].

There are three types of presence in VE: environmental, social,
and personal [11]. Of the three, social and personal presences are
the most relevant to Censor Chair. Participants in Censor Chair
will experience presence when playing either role in the system.
When the user has a modality of control in the environment they
experience a greater sense of presence [18]. In Censor Chair, the
participant experiences a level of control through the GSR, which
leads to a more immersive experience. GSR has been built into
this interactive system because it gives an immediate response,
which, in the case of biofeedback, could effect control. This
control factor is driven by the immediacy of the system’s
response, the correspondence of user-initiated actions, and by the
naturalness of the mode of control [24]. As the user learns to
control their arousal or orienting response they gain a direct
interface through the GSR with which to control the projected
imagery.
Social interaction reinforces the experience and thus evokes a
greater sense of presence [18]. The social interaction in this
installation is between members of The People, as well as
between The People and the You. Social interaction, user control
and ease of interface are all contributing factors to this project.

4. TECHNICAL DETAILS
Censor Chair consists of several components that are brought
together to create a coherent experience. Discussed here are the
separate parts and how they interoperate.

4.1 The Chair
At center of the installation is the Chair (Figure 1), augmented
with two computer inputs: a custom-built GSR and an Apple
iSight digital web camera (Error! Reference source not found.,
top left). The biofeedback layer begins with the GSR, which reads
a signal from the You. The GSR contacts are set into the arms of
the Chair and the GSR circuit is mounted on the back underside
(Error! Reference source not found., top right). The location of
the contacts allows the GSR to read unobtrusively. The iSight is
mounted on the back of the seat, looking behind the You (Error!
Reference source not found., top left).

4.2 The Censoring Space
The censoring space is a computer display projection, generated
by a Cycling ‘74 Max/MSP signal-processing patch (discussed in
Section 4.4). The censoring space shows the output created by the
software component of the system. This space completes the loop
of the biofeedback layer and begins the influencing layer. The
projection is where interactions are made explicit and all of the
participants are able to see what is occurring (Figure 1).
Without any interaction, the censoring space will display only the
curt message: “BE SEATED”, and only through interacting with
the Chair will this change (Figure 2). Once a You decides to obey
the sign, the display shifts to “RELAX” (Figure 2), and then to a
video that was selected from the barcode catalogued media library
(Sections 4.3 and 4.4), in a more or less censored form.

4.3 The Media Libraries
The media libraries and barcode reader are the essential
components of the video selection layer. Participants of Censor
Chair have many options of what video to view during the
experience. The video surrogates are barcoded filenames. The
filenames are intended to be expressive, but not entirely clear

(such as “thunder.mov” or “bannedbooks.mov”), leading to some
ambiguity about exactly what video will play. Users interact with
this component by swiping the barcode reader over the selected
item (see Error! Reference source not found., bottom left),
which causes it to play in the censoring space, as in Figure 3.
We determined from the demonstration sessions that it was
important to have two types of media be represented in Censor
Chair and each has its own implications in the context of our
system. The two main categories are discussed below.

4.3.1 Calming imagery
The calming imagery videos consist primarily of slideshows of
selected photographs. Photographs include images of New York
City, the Texas countryside, and various locales in Japan. We also
include videos of clouds, a thunderstorm, and an arboretum. Some
video choices were influenced by responses to our user study.
The “calming imagery” media library leads to a sense that the You
is being censored by The People. This experience of the
individual conflicting with the crowd is seminal to our work as it
exemplifies the effect of Censor Chair.

4.3.2 Insightful video
Due to feedback from our initial demonstrations, we also added
this second media library to our system. The “insightful videos”
are taken primarily from old American newsreels. Included in this
collection are videos that deal with censorship and civil liberties
in the United States, such as Martin Luther King’s “I Have a
Dream” speech, an interview with Rosa Parks speaking about her
experiences, and reports on the Scopes “Monkey” trial. This
library also includes a slideshow of the book covers of
“challenged” (banned) books from the American Library
Association’s 1990-2000 list [2].
The videos in this library are meant to help provoke thought from
participants about censorship and its role in everyday life.
Experience with this library will be very different from an
experience with the “calming imagery” library. In this case, the
participants become involved in censoring censorship.

4.4 Bringing it All Together
At the core of Censor Chair is a Max/MSP patch that controls the
computation for the system (Error! Reference source not
found., bottom right), running on an Apple Macintosh computer
under Mac OS X. Inputs to this patch include the analog signal
from the GSR on the Chair, the video feed from the iSight, and
any barcode scans from the barcode reader. shows the internal
relationships between the components, and is explained in detail
here.
The biofeedback layer is based on the GSR circuit. For
convenience, the output of the GSR is read into the patch through
the analog audio input. This signal is used to control the
experience of the participants, as it directly affects all of the
outputs for the system. The GSR controls the number of black
censoring bars that appear over the video, the size of the crowd
silhouette that appears at the bottom of the screen, and the reading
of the “You vs. The People” meter at the top of the display.
To implement the influencing layer, a video feed from the iSight
camera is processed by the patch to create a silhouette video of
The People behind the You. This is done by obtaining a base
frame at system initialization time, then subtracting it from the

Figure 5. The components of Censor Chair: the camera (top
left), the GSR circuit (top right), the barcode reader (bottom
left), and the Max/MSP patch (bottom right).
live feed. This requires a static background, as any changes in the
background will be reflected as silhouettes in the video. We use
this silhouette as part of the output video in the censoring space.
The barcode reader, an integral part of the video selection layer, is
used to select which video will be censored by the system during
the experience. Typically, we expect this to be the You, but any
participant in the space can pick up and use the media library
catalog and there is no restriction on when this can be done.
The projector then displays the video from the library with the
appropriate censorship, as determined by the GSR. This video, in
turn, affects the participants of Censor Chair.

5. FORMATIVE EVALUATIONS
During the development of Censor Chair we were able to run a
small user study on our initial prototypes, as well as garner
feedback during two demonstration sessions. These evaluations
were used in formative manner, serving to improve on the design
and implementation of Censor Chair.

5.1 User Study
For our initial user study, we used two survey instruments and a
“Wizard of Oz” simulation in order to elicit feedback about our
system. The simulation was based on our low-fidelity prototype
and questions on the surveys focused not only on the subject’s
self-perceptions, but also their perception of the prototype. One
instrument was used as a pre-experience survey, while the second
got the users’ final impressions. The user’s actual experience with
the Censor Chair, along with discussion afterward, was video
taped.
We used the suggestions by participants to add to our media
library’s “calm imagery” section. The additions included
slideshows of Texas landscapes and a video of the sky to the
“calm imagery” library, among others.

5.2 Demonstration Sessions
In addition to the user study, we ran two demonstration sessions
during Kerne’s Recombinant Media Ecosystems course at Texas
A&M University. This class is focused on art as research and

6.1 Privacy, Censorship, and New Technology
With questions of censorship also come the issues of information
access, public forum, and private forum. With this dialog also
comes people’s right to privacy, government and corporate
interests in security, and product promotion. What are reasonable
boundaries and guidelines? These are issues that are prevalent as
communication and technology change. With development of
affect sensing systems, emotions are computationally recognized.
Who can access recognition results, and what use should be made
of recognized emotions? Detecting emotions is now a form of
computer interface. This can be used as an invasion of privacy?
Will users be comfortable with having their emotions sensed?
Affective sensing systems are being designed and used in ways
that raise important ethical concerns [16]. For instance,
“Integrated System for Emotional State Recognition for the
Enhancement of Human Performance and Detection of Criminal
Intent,” is the subject of a recent US Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency Small Business Innovative Research grant [16].
This initiative emphasizes technologies that can be used without
the consent or knowledge of users. Such developments introduce
ethical concerns for those whose information is being collected.
Christa Sommerer warns that “You can take any technology...in
the opposite direction” [6].

6.2 Cultural Probes
Figure 6. Censor Chair architecture.
interface ecology [13]; as such, it is cross disciplinary, calling
artists, scientists, and others. Our demonstration sessions provided
an informative arena for discussion about Censor Chair and
allowed us to receive interesting and helpful suggestions about its
implications, uses, and improvements.
It was thanks to the feedback from our demonstrations that we
made the Chair more artistic, as the original was not attractive.
Since that time, we improved the look of the chair significantly:
replacing the original small chair with a more imposing model.
We have taken care to hide most of the electronics on the Chair
and clean up the wiring, as well as painting the chair.
Originally, the design did not include a method for selecting a
video. Instead, a facilitator would manually select the video,
based on feedback from each new You participant. Discussions
during the demonstration sessions led to adding the barcode
catalogued media library, to be used by any participant of Censor
Chair.
Finally, we decided to add the media library “informative videos”
because of comments at the demonstration sessions. Students in
the class suggested that these videos might better exemplify the
goals of Censor Chair and provoke more thought about the issues
and history of censorship, at least in the United States.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Censor Chair is a provocative interactive environment for the
exploration of censorship and its implications between society
and individuals. It provides filtered access to a small media
library, mitigated through the emotional response of an individual
both to the library and to the other participants in the piece.
We intend Censor Chair as a means to provoke individuals to
comprehend, notice, and question censorship in all its forms.

Cultural probes are a means for evoking and gathering cultural
responses [9]. Like the Influencing Machine [21], Censor Chair is
stepping into a dialog about cultural communication and
translation, exploring boundaries between censorship and privacy.
These works functions as a form of cultural probe that is more
active than those originally posited by Gaver and Dunne [9]. Our
intention is to stimulate participants to consider and rethink their
notions of the role of sensory systems in social and political
processes of expression and inhibition.
We hope to elicit active forms of expression and response through
this process, through participants’ interactions with each other, as
well as with the systematic technology of the installation. Indeed,
it is people’s sense of their interactions with each other that is
crucial in the balancing of Censor Chair equations. Censorship is
about communication and its inhibition, which in turn functions as
a form of metacommunication. Self-observation of intermediate
states can be part of this process. We are at a critical point in
history regarding freedom of expression and systematic control.

6.3 Future Work
Censor Chair can be used not only as an interactive exhibition,
but also for experimentation. We consider Censor Chair as a
platform for the study of psychophysiological effects with relation
to social situations and intend to explore this avenue further.
While psychological experiments are often carried out in a
laboratory setting, such study will be most effectively conducted
Censor Chair “in the wild” of an exhibition context. We see
Censor Chair as a jumping-off point for development into
psychophysiological data retrieval and storage systems, focusing
games for children with attention deficit disorder, and active
meditation systems that help users through biofeedback.
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